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Short of a miracle, 2022 will be remembered as a pretty difficult year for investors.

Stock markets have posted their worst first half in decades. Bonds have completely

failed to diversify, posting incredibly deep losses. Equity investors have had to

contend with decade-high inflation, increased uncertainty, elevated volatility and

increasingly hawkish central banks. Recessions, across developed economies, are now

becoming more likely. Equity investors’ latest hope of a respite, delivered in the form

of less rapid rate hikes from the Federal Reserve (Fed), were dashed by Fed Chairman

Powell’s speech at Jackson Hole.

 

How should investors position their portfolios in this environment?How should investors position their portfolios in this environment?

 

In such an uncertain environment, picking the right allocation is incredibly difficult:

low volatility stocks tend to do well in recessions, but they suffer greatly when

rates go up

value stocks do well when rates and inflation go up, but they tend to be more

cyclical and suffer from sharp declines in economic growth

growth or small-cap stocks are ill-suited to periods of low growth and rate

increases due to the large negative impact of discount factor repricing of their

valuation

 

If history is any guide, it would seem that a robust approach to the current environment

would be stocks that combine:

defensive aspects, such as the capacity to resist strongly in recessions and equity

drawdowns

high pricing power to be able to fight margin compressions

capacity to outperform later on in the cycle when investors become more selective in

their allocation

 

All of this appears to point toward high-quality stocks.

 

The all-weather styleThe all-weather style

 

Investment factors ebb and flow between periods of relative under- and outperformance,

depending on where we are in the cycle. Value and size have historically tended to fare

best in early cycle periods.
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One big exception is quality—in our view, the most consistent of all factors.

 

Sure, quality can lag in the sharp risk-on rallies that typically mark the start of an

early cycle snapback. But those environments don’t tend to last, and neither does

quality underperformance. In fact, there hasn’t been a rolling 10-year period when

quality underperformed since the late 1980s.

 

Figure 1 exhibits the rolling outperformance of different US equity factors versus the

market over periods of 10 years since the 1970s, based on the data from a famous

academic: Kenneth French. On average, over periods of 10 years, quality is the factor

that has historically delivered outperformance the most often by a significant margin

(88% of the time, the second best only hit 77%). It is also the factor that exhibited

the smallest worst performance. This highlights the potential of quality as the ‘all-

weather’ factor.

 

Investors would be wise to consider quality as their portfolio anchor—not just today,

but always.

 

Figure 1: Rolling 10 year annualised excess returns of US factors versus theFigure 1: Rolling 10 year annualised excess returns of US factors versus the

marketmarket

Sources: WisdomTree, Kenneth French, data as of 31 July 2022 and represents the latest date of available data. 

Value: High 30% Book to Price portfolio. Size: Low 30% portfolio. Quality: High 30% portfolio. Low Vol: Low 20%

portfolio. High Div: High 30 portfolio. Market: all CRSP firms incorporated in the US and listed on the NYSE, AMEX

or NASDAQ.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance, and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance, and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Quality or Quality+Quality or Quality+
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Building an equity portfolio to focus on a given equity factor is a delicate exercise.

All factors are interconnected and all companies have some exposure to all the factors.

When portfolio managers push the cursor toward one factor, it tends to change the

overall portfolio exposure. This is particularly true with quality. When trying to

create a ‘pure’ quality exposure, it is easy to:

focus only on a handful of high-quality companies and create a portfolio that is

full of idiosyncratic risk (that is, company-specific risk), and smaller caps

leading to a portfolio that loses its all-weather characteristics

forget about valuations and create an expensive stocks/growth tilt that turns the

portfolio from defensive to cyclical.

 

When investors and brokers are thinking about a core equity exposure with all-weather

characteristics and that is well suited for the current environment, a combination of

highly profitable companies with solid dividend paying credentials appears to tick most

of the boxes.

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ Navigating the shortening odds of a recession: Bear markets don't last as long as Bull

markets

+ Looking back at Equity Factors in Q2 with WisdomTree

+ Navigating the odds of a recession

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD Acc (GGRA/GGRG)

+ WisdomTree Global Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD (GGRW/GGRP)

+ WisdomTree US Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD Acc (DGRA/DGRG)

+ WisdomTree US Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - USD (DGRW/DGRP)

+ WisdomTree Eurozone Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - EUR Acc (EGRA/EGRG)

+ WisdomTree Eurozone Quality Dividend Growth UCITS ETF - EUR (EGRW/EGRP)

View the online version of this article here.
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Important InformationImportant Information

 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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